Instructions for Use
®

Flo-Form NICU Positioner
Product Codes: FF7010, FF9015, FF12020, FF18024, FF20028. FFK1200

Indication for Use:
To aid in providing developmental positioning for neonatal patients while redistributing
pressure on sensitive skin.

Product Features:

Flo-Form is a non-powered fluidized medium, designed to
maximize contouring and support
The Flo-Form Positioner will not flow on its own, but it
effectively contours when normal body forces are applied
(regardless of the direction of the force)
Redistributes pressure over a greater surface area
Effectively positions patients and promotes neutral spine
and limb alignment

Instructions for Use:
Take the positioner out of the plastic bag. Flo-Form positioners can be
safely & evenly pre-warmed to the ambient incubator temperature by
placing it in the end space of the baby’s incubator (or on an unoccupied
pre-warming admit bed) before positioning your preterm infant.
Place the pre-warmed fluidized positioner under the the specific body
section you are trying to position. Be sure to place a barrier, such as a
cover or sheet, between the positioner and the baby's skin.
Gently stabilize the baby on the positioner with one hand, then slowly
push the perimeter of the positioner towards the baby.
Remold as needed for medical equipment and position changes.

Additional Considerations:
Do not use if positioner has been torn or punctured
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Cleaning Instructions
Flo-Form Positioner

Cleaning Instructions:
The Spry Flo-Form positioner should be disinfected by wiping the casing
with a hospital-approved disinfectant. (Suggested max 72% alcohol, max
1000ppm active chlorine.) Iodine and blood stains can be removed with a
hospital-approved stain remover.
After the disinfection, the positioner should be wiped down using a clean
cloth moistened with clean water. Allow the pillow to dry fully before use.
Bleaching, scrubbing, machine washing, tumble drying, dry cleaning,
autoclaving, or ironing are not recommended.

If you have a specific protocol that our suggested cleaning doesn’t fall under,
please let us know, and we can determine if it will negatively affect the life of the
product. The product should be cleaned as needed during use.
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